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and upon their lives. Abraham was a hinotheist, what is the evidence for it

What does anybody know about Abraham only what you find in the Bible. There

is no evidence lxi anywhere else about Abraham that is dependable in any way

except what you find in the Bible, you know nothing else about it. And you

can 't read what the Bible says about Abraham and c get the slightest evidence

anywhere that Abraham was anything other than a monotheist. Well, a professor

dogmatically says that Abraham was a hinotheist and studenscts hurriedly write

it doecwn, memorlacze it and get it on a test, andthc there is a tree put up x to

keep them from lee#n-alooking at the facts of their sin, and their need of a

Saviour, and the4c facts of the diety of the Lord Jesus Christ, who gave His

life that whosecoever believeth on Him must not perish but have eternal life.

And , oh there are somc many things that are said. For instance, well, after all,

man has evolved. Where do you get this idea that man was created, man has

just evolved, well, what do you mean by ew1veevolutIon. One man said to

me once, Well, anybody can see evolution is true, you look at the evolution

of a boyinto a man. Well, of course. I think that 9/lOs of our difficulty about

evolution is--and about other things too is that we don't bother to define our

terms. What do you mean by evolution. Somebody said Evolution is descent with

variation. Did you ever see any descent without variation. Did you ever see

a child that wea-was exactly like his parents. There is always variation, there

is a]&e-always development, the world is full of it. Everybody has known

that from the dawn of history. That's nothing new, nothing to get excited about.

If you use evolution in that sense , we all believe in it of co.rse. The Bible

definitely teaches it, but t-he-vaiat1en is the variation unlimited, and in that
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